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As the title indicates, this paper is a continuation of my earlier papers [35] and [36]. As 
before, we study the following question in differential geometry: given a closed, connected, 
smooth manifold M", when does M admit a Riemannian metric of positive scalar curvature? 
Evidence from [23], [lS], [16], [17], [37], [30], [31], [35] and [36] shows that thisquestion 
is both interesting and deep, and demonstrates a remarkable interplay between the 
differential topology and Riemannian geometry of M. 
As is clear from the references just cited, the answer to our question depends in a vital way 
on the fundamental group IL = rri (M) and on the lowest Stiefel-Whitney classes wi (M) and 
w*(M). We shall focus here on the case when wr and w2 vanish, so that M admits a spin 
structure s ([26], [27]). This structure is not necessarily unique, but the various choices differ 
only by an element of H'(M, E,). Let f: M -+ BIL be the classitying map for the universal 
cover fi -+ M of M. Then Mikhael Gromov and Blaine Lawson (in [ 151, [16] and [17]) have 
made the following conjecture: 
GROMOV-LAWSON CONJECTURE. M admits a metric of positice scalar curvature if and only 
if the class [M, s, j] in KO,(Bn), the image of the bordism class [[M, s, f ]]42~p’“(Blc) of 
(M, s) A Bn under the natural transformation of homology theories 
2: ,y” + KO, 
defined in [27], vanishes in KO,(Bn). (As we noted in [36], beginning of $2, [M, s, f ] vanishes 
for one choice of s if and only if it vanishes for any choice of s.) 
In Theorem 2.12 of [36], we showed that this conjecture cannot possibly be true in all 
cases when II is finite, but that there is indeed evidence for the conjecture when z is torsion- 
free. In the present paper, we shall show that the evidence for the Gromov-Lawson 
Conjecture is quite substantial, provided n is a torsion-free group in one of the following 
classes: 
Class (A): IC is solvable, with a composition series having torsion-free abelian com- 
position factors. 
Class (B): rc z rri (N) for some complete (not necessarily compact) Riemannian manifold 
N with non-positive sectional curvatures. 
Here then, is an outline of the rest of the paper and a summary of our principal results. $1 
deals with the case of manifolds with finite fundamental groups. We begin by proving 
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THEOREM 1.1. The Gromot-Lawson Conjecture is true for simply connected manifolds M” 
with 5 5 n I 23. 
Some special cases of this, as well as partial results for n 2 24, were obtained by Miyazaki 
in [31]. Theorem 1.1 strongly suggests that the conjecture is valid for all simply connected 
manifolds (except perhaps when n = 3 or 4, where it is related to the Poincare Conjecture and 
problems about smoothings of 4-manifolds). Unfortunately, however, we have not been able 
to extend the proof to higher dimensions because of complications in the structure of the spin 
bordism ring that only show up in dimensions 2 24 (see [2] and [14], $5). 
As far as manifolds with non-trivial finite fundamental group are concerned, the situation 
is undoubtedly more complicated, especially if the order of the fundamental group is even (so 
that 7c might not preserve the spin structure on i\;i). But as a partial substitute for the 
Gromov-Lawson Conjecture, we propose 
CONJECTURE 1.2. Assume M” is a connected closed manifold and x1(M) is finite of odd 
order. Then M admits a metric of positive scalar curvature if and only if its universal cover A 
does. 
As evidence for this, we prove 
THEOREM 1.3. Conjecture 1.2 is correct provided n 2 5 and InI( is an odd prime p. 
It seems quite plausible that arguments similar to those used in proving Theorem 1.3, 
along with the general machinery of equivariant bordism as developed in [9], might also yield 
a proof of the full Conjecture 1.2 (again for n 2 5). However, as pointed out by L. Birard 
Bergery in [S], $9, there is no hope for proving anything similar when In, (M)I is even, 
because of the 2-torsion in KO,(pt) when n 3 1 or 2 (mod 8). At the moment it seems hard to 
guess when M should admit positive scalar curvature even in the case I xl (M) 1 = 2, as it seems 
necessary at the moment to consider all the cases (w,(M) = 0, w2(M) = 0), (w,(M) = 0, 
wz(M) i 0, w,(A) = O), (w,(M) = 0, wz(a) # O), (w,(M) # 0, wz(M) = O), (w,(M) Z 0, 
w2(M) + 0, wz(&?) = 0), and (wt(M) + 0, w?(Q) # 0) separately. 
$42 and 3 of this paper concern the Gromov-Lawson Conjecture in the case when 
rr = rri (M) is infinite and torsion-free. Our main theorem is the following. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let (M”, s) be a connected spin manifold with positive scalar curvature. Then 
if f: M + Bx is the classifying map for the universal cover of M, and if n belongs to one of the 
classes (A) or (B) described above, then [M, s, f ] = 0 in KO,(Bn). 
This improves Theorem 3.3 of [35], which gave the same thing modulo 2-torsion, and 
generalizes a result of Hitchin ([18], $4.2) which ignores the fundamental group. By 
combining Theorem 3.4 with Theorem 2.5 of [36] and our improved results in the simply 
connected case, we are able to verify the Gromov-Lawson Conjecture for quite a number of 
dimensions and fundamental groups. 
The main ingredients in the proof of Theorem 3.4 are Theorem 3.3, a version of the index 
theorem of [29] formulated in real K-theory, using the machinery of [20], and Theorems 2.8 
and 2.10, which give finer versions of the Novikov Conjecture using KO-theory. The precise 
relationship of our work to the surgery-theoretic formulation of the Novikov Conjecture is 
not totally clear, but seems to be related to a version of L-theory that takes w2 into account 
(as well as wi). In any event, our approach to Theorem 3.4 shows that real C*-algebras do 
indeed arise in differential topology and differential geometry, and that Kasparov’s care in 
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[20] and [2 t] to deal with real and not just complex C--algebras does in fact yield genuine 
rewards. 
The research described here was begun at the Institut des Haures Etudes Scientifiques in 
Bures-sur-Yvette, France, in the spring of 1981, and completed at the Mathematical Sciences 
Research Institute at Berkeley as part of the special program in operator algebras and K- 
theory, 1984-85. I would like to thank both institutes. their members and staffs, for their 
gracious hospitality. I would like to thank in particular xlikhael Gromov and Blaine Lawson 
for numerous helpful conversations, and to thank G. G. Kasparov, T. Miyazaki and L. 
Berard Bergery for sending me copies of their work on this topic. 
$1. POSITWE SCALAR CURVATURE FOR 3IANIFOLDS WITH FISITE FUSDAMEKTAL 
GROUP 
In this section, we take up again a question dealt with in [30] and in $2 of [36]: if .ff” is a 
closed connected smooth manifold with 7c = rri(lti) finite and n 2 5 (to avoid the usual 
difficulties in dimensions 3 and 4), when does ,M admit a Riemannian metric with scalar 
curvature K everywhere positive? (By Proposition 3.8 of [23], it is the same to ask if one can 
achieve K 2 0 with h: > 0 somewhere in 54.) We begin with the simply connected case. Gromov 
and Lawson showed ([16], Corollary C) that when .Lf” is closed and simply connected with 
w?(,Li) + 0 and n 2 5, then M always carries a metric of positive scalar curvature. They also 
conjectured that ifw, (M) = 0 in H2(A14, Z,), so that M admits a unique spin structure 5. then 
M admits a metric of positive scalar curvature if and only if L,M, s] = 0 in KO, (pt). The -‘only 
if” direction is true by work of Lichnerowicz [25] and Hitchin [IS]. As for the “if-. they 
showed that to check the conjecture, it would be enough to construct a manifold of positive 
scalar curvature in classes generating the kernel of the natural homomorphism introduced in 
t271 
We saw in [36], $2, that the conjecture is true when 5 I n 5 9. This was improved by 
Miyazaki [3 11, who checked dimensions IO through 12 and showed that the conjecture is true 
modulo odd primes, so that it is enough to consider &’ reduced mod 2 on Qy@,Zz. (We 
also did this independently by a slightly different argument, before we were aware of 
Miyazaki’s work.) Our first main result extends the range of dimensions in which the 
Gromov-Lawson Conjecture is true “on the nose”, and makes it seem even more likely that 
the conjecture holds in general. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let M” be a connected, simply connected spin mkjbid rcith 5 < n I 23. Then 
M admirs a metric of positive scalar curvature if and only if [.if] = 0 in KO,(pr). 
Proof: As we mentioned above, by [ 161 and [30] it is enough to check the “if” statement 
for a set of generators of Q.SP’“@ h, in the relevant dimensions. For this we use the results on 
p. 258 of Cl), as proved in detail in [2] or in Ch. XI of 1381. We begin by considering the 
torsion-free generators of Rip’” for n I 20. Following the notation of [31], Qipi”/Tor may be 
identified with the subring A of the polynomial ring B on generators yj(j L 1) of dimension 
4i, consisting of @ (Baj + 2B8j+4). The kernel of the A-genus is precisely the ideal 
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Spin manifolds representing the low-dimensional generators are the Kummer surface K” 
representing 2y,, the quaternionic projective space HP2 representing y,, and an 8-manifold 
with A-genus 1 representing y:. Miyazaki shows in [31] that there is a spin manifold of 
positive scalar curvature representing 2yj for alli and yj ifi is a power of 2. This takes care of 
1, (generated by I-UP’), I,, (generated by 2y, and by y2 (2y,) or HIP2 x K4), 120 (generated by 
(2y:)yz, (2y,)y:, (2y,)y2, (2yJ)y:, (2y,)y,,and 2~~). Weareleft with thecaseofdimension 
16. I,, is generated by y:y,, y,y,, y$, and y4, and since y, and y4 have positive scalar 
curvature, the only problem is to find a spin representative with positive scalar curvature for 
y,y,, where the Pontryagin “s-numbers” of y, and y3 are st (yi) = + 24, s3(y3) = + 7. 
In fact, the desired representative for y,y, may be chosen to be a linear combination 
(under the operation of connected sum, where orientation reversal is permitted on the 
summands) of the following 16-manifolds which obviously have metrics of positive scalar 
curvature: 
HP’, HP2 x O-W’, W2 x Mi, and 0P2. 
Here M i is a spin 8-manifold with signature 0 and R-genus 1 (see [26]) and 0P2 is the Cayley 
projective plane. Using the calculation of the Pontryagin numbers for HP”and 0P2 in [7], we 
find that these manifolds have the following characteristic numbers: 
signature s4 s2 Sl =P4 
i-u@ 1 - 2.3.41 3.47 2.3.11 
HP2 x WP2 1 0 22.52 7’ 
HP2 x M: 0 0 -52.28 7.27 
OP2 1 - 22.3.7 2.3.19 3.13 
(All also have A-genus 0.) Thus there is a Z-linear combination with d-genus and signature 0 
and with s4 = s2 = 0, si = 3.23. One can check (say by comparing with the characteristic 
numbers of HP3 x K4, which represents 24*y,y3 and has a-genus, signature, s2 and s4 = 0, 
and s1 = 8.(3.24)) that this manifold represents y,y3. (Miyazaki also remarked in [31] that 
he could construct generators of Zt6 with positive scalar curvature.) 
It remains to dispose of the torsion generators of (ker 2) c Qsp’ll. For this we need the 
results of Anderson-Brown-Peterson which were announced in [l J and proved in [ZJ. (For 
our purposes, the statements in [I] will be slightly more convenient.) By [l], Corollary 1.9, all 
generators of the kernel of the forgetful map fitpin ---, Q, (hence all torsion generators of 
nipin in the kernel of nsPi” * -X*) are of the form 
(torsion-free generator in dimension E 0 (mod 8)) x (a or a2), 
where a is S’ with the non-bounding spin structure. Now for MB" x cz or MB" x a', 
da= 0 if and only if A(M) E 0 (mod 2), 
so if we have positive scalar curvature for the torsion-free generators with A = 0, we get it for 
all these torsion generators with _c? = 0. 
Hence we have reduced to looking at torsion elements,in Qsp’n with non-zero image in 
JV*, hence with non-zero Stiefel-Whitney numbers. Provided n 5 23, im(R,SP’” -+ Mm,) 
= im ((squares in Q,) -+ JVJ by [28] and Cl], Theorem 1.7, and by the table on p. 228 of [28], 
im (R,Spi” + J’J is non-zero with 10 5 n I 23 only for n = 10, 16, 18,20 or 22. We treat the 
cases one at a time, using certain observations from [33. 
When n = 10, im(Qy$” + /v;,) has rank 1 over B,, and corresponds to the square of a 
torsion generator of Q, with w2wI) # 0. In the notation of [3], this element of R, is 
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represented by X5 = M(3,2), an R?3-bundle over WIp2. Thus its square is represented by 
~M(3,2), a C@-bundle over CIp2 which is a spin manifold ([3], p. 51). This is our desired 
generator of nFO”’ (in the notation of [l] it corresponds to No,), and it carries a metric of 
positive scalar curvature by the argument used in [16], p. 433, viz., one can choose a metric in 
which the CP3-fibers are totally geodesic with large positive curvature. 
QfpQn is torsion-free (by Cl], Corollaries 1.8,l.lOand 1.1 l), so the next case to bechecked is 
n = 18. Irn(Q:$ + J+‘;,) is of rank 2 over Z,, corresponding to the squares of the torsion 
generators X4X5, Xg of Q+ Again using the notation of [3], we may take representatives 
CP2 for X1, M(3,2) for X5, and M(7,2) for X9, so we get as representatives for torsion 
generators of Qs$ the manifolds HP2 x CM (3,2)and CM (7,2) (corresponding to No. 2J and 
No, in the notation of Anderson-Brown-Peterson), which have positive scalar curvature for 
the same reason as for CM(3,2). Similarly, the torsion in R i$” corresponds to the square of 
the torsion generator Xi of Rio, and so is represented by CM (3, 2)2, and the torsion in Qss 
corresponds to the square of the torsion generator X,, of R,,, and so is represented by 
CM (7,4), a CP’-bundle over CP4. This completes the proof. 0 
It is perhaps worth mentioning that although the method of the above proof applies to 
many of the generators of Q.sp’ for arbitrary n, there seem to be two stumbling blocks to 
extending the above theorem to the case where n 2 24. The first is that some new method 
must be found for constructing explicit torsion-free generators, since as pointed out in [2], 
M (3, 3J is the same as the manifold described on p. 228 of [28], with w4wgw: + 0. The 
presence of a non-zero w7 shows that Mo, 3) cannot be chosen to be stably almost complex, 
nor can it be built out of the standard spin manifolds with positive curvature - C[P’“- ‘, i-P”, 
and 0ip2 - by some sort of bundle construction. A second, related difficulty is that one finds 
when n 2 29 torsion generators of RzPln whose Stiefel-Whitney numbers are not those of a 
square of an oriented manifold, and so which once again do not arise from the standard 
constructions. The “exotic” spin manifolds are the only source of potential counterexamples 
to the Gromov-Lawson Conjecture for simply connected spin manifolds of dimension 2 5. 
In the case of manifolds with finite fundamental group, the situation is still more 
complicated, and we have not been able to formulate a good general conjecture about which 
manifolds admit positive scalar curvature. An important test case will be that of spin 
manifolds with fundamental group Z,, which by [36], Theorem 2.5, will require a study of 
Qsp’n (R Pm), which at least is (somewhat) computable. A curious phenomenon pointed out in 
[6] is that there are manifolds such as (RP’ x St) # Z9, where X9 is an exotic 9-sphere 
representing the generator of KO,(pt), which cannot admit positive scalar curvature since 
their a-invariant is non-zero, but which have a double cover with positive scalar cumature. 
This is ruled out when the fundamental group is of odd order, so we propose: 
CONJECTURE 1.2. Assume M” is a connected closed manifold and x1(M) is jnire of odd 
order. Then M admits a metric of positive scalar curvature if and only if its universal cover ii? 
does. 
As evidence for this, we prove the following strengthening of [36], Theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let M”(n 2 5) be a connected closed manifold with fundamental group 
x1(M) r H,, a cyclic group of odd prime order p, and let fi be its universal cover. Then M 
carries a metric of posirive scalar curvature if and only if fi does. 
Proof. By [36], Theorem 2.14, or [30], Theorem 5.1, M always admits a metric of positive 
scalar curvature if w1 (M) # 0, so we may assume M has a spin structure, which will be unique 
since H’(M, Z,) = 0. The “only if” direction of the theorem is trivial, so assume .i? has a 
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metric of positive scalar curvature. By [36], Theorem 2.5, the obstruction to putting such a 
metric on M depends only on the class [ [:M, f]] of the classifying map f: M -+ Bz, for the 
universal cover of M in QzPin (BZ,). First suppose [ [_\I, f ]] projects to 0 in fizt”“(SZ,). This 
means M is spin-bordant over BH, to N” # (L3 x Sne3), where N” is a simply-connected spin 
manifold and L3 is a 3-dimensional lens space with fundamental group H,. Thus (by [16], 
Theorem A) M will have a metric of positive scalar curvature if N does. Now the spin bordism 
class of the universal cover &? of M is represented by a p-fold connected sum 
N#N# . . . # N of copies of N. By the assumption on k, this manifold has a metric of 
positive scalar curvature. Hence so does N by the corollary to the theorem of [31]. So M has a 
metric of positive scalar curvature. 
To complete the proof, it will be enough to show that every class in fi,w(SZ,) is 
represented by a manifold with fundamental group h, and positive scalar curvature. Then 
using [36), Theorem 2.5, we can “subtract off” the image of [[.M, f ]] in fi,SP’“(BZ,) and thus 
reduce to the case handled above. 
Let us examine the generators for fiiP’“(BH,), which as pointed out in the proof of [36], 
Theorem 2.12, may be taken to be of the form S’ x iVs’ or L”’ ’ x N4’, where s > 0, f 2 0, L 
is a lens space, and N is simply connected and spin. Such a manifold obviously has 
fundamental group Z, and a metric of positive scalar curvature unless we are dealing with S’ 
x N4’. Then we still have positive scalar curvature if N does. But since fi~p’“(Eh,) is a p-group 
and p is an odd prime, we are free to replace N by a suitable 2’-fold connected sum 
N#N# . . . # N, where 2’ E 1 (mod p), and using the result of [31], we can arrange for N 
to have positive scalar curvature unless a(N) # 0. In this case (again adjusting by a power of 2 
and by manifolds with positive scalar curvature), we may assume N4’ = (K4)‘, a product of I 
copies of the Kummer surface. Now S’ x N4’ does not have a metric of positive scalar 
curvature (since N does not), but we will see that the spin bordism class of S’ x K’ + BZ,, 
and hence that of S’ x N4’ = (S’ x K4) x (K4)r-1 + BZ,, is represented by a manifold with 
fundamental group Z, and positive scalar curvature. 
As in [36], Theorem 2.12, we must separate two cases. When p = 3, we showed there.that 
fiF”(BZ,) SC 1’ i yc ic of order 9, with generator a 5-dimensional lens space, which obviously has 
positive (sectional) curvature. When p 2 5, fisp’“(S2,) is no longer cyclic, but now different 5- 
dimensional lens spaces with fundamental group 2, will have different mod p Pontryagin 
numbers, by [32], $3. Hence using [9], Proposition 34.5, we see that fisp’“(BZp) is still 
generated by lens spaces, which have positive curvature. So this completes the proof. 0 
92. CERTAIN REAL C.-ALGEBRAS AND THEIR K-THEORY 
This section, which is totally independent of $1, contains an introduction to real 
C*-algebras and some facts about the K-theory of real C*-algebras of discrete groups. Much 
of this information is contained in the papers [20], [Zl] and [22] of Kasparov, but since it 
seems not to be generally appreciated, we have given a fairly complete outline of the 
ingredients that will be needed for the proof of Theorem 3.1 below. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A real P-algebra A is a Banach*-algebra over R which is isometrically 
*-isomorphic to a norm-closed self-adjoint algebra of operators on a real Hilberr space %. 
Obvious examples are the three normed division algebras W, C and W. Given such an 
algebra A realized on a real Hilbert space.X, it is obvious that the complexification ri, oFA is 
a (complex) C*-algebra on .X’c, and that A may be recovered from knowledge of A, together 
with its complex conjugation-. (In fancier language, this is the action of Gal (C!R).) Note 
that if A is a real C*-algebra, (A,, -) is a “real” C*-algebra in the sense of [20], 1.1. For 
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analogues of the Gelfand-Naimark axiomatization of C*-algebras in the real case, see [33] or 
~241. 
For purpose of understanding the theory, it helps to keep in mind the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Ecery commutatite real C*-algebra A is isometrically *-isomorphic to 
some 
Co(X. T) =def{fEC;(X):f(T(.r)) =f(x)). 
where X is a locally compact Hausdorff space and T is an incolutice homeomorphism of X. 
In this way the category of commutative real P-algebras and *-homomorphisms is equiralent to 
the opposite of the caregory of real locally compact spaces (in the sense of [4]) and proper real 
maps. 
Proof Either see [24], or else observe that the complexification A, of .4 must be of the 
form C,‘(X) for a uniquely determined locally compact space X, and that the conjugation 
involution on ric must induce an involution r on X. It is then easy to see that A is as indicated. 
The statement about the equivalence of categories is then clear as in the complex case. 0 
Remark 2.3. It follows that the K-theory of real commutative C*-algebras amounts to 
the KR-theory of Atiyah (with compact supports) as introduced in [4]. A real commutative 
C*-algebra is of the form Ci (X), i.e., “is an algebra of real-valued functions," ifand only if the 
involution 5 is trivial. 
Many of the C*-algebras that arise naturally in analysis and geometry are in fact real 
algebras, so that if one prefers to work with their complexifications, there is a natural “real” 
structure which is not always trivial. Here are two important examples: 
(a) If M is a closed compact manifold, let A be the closure on L:(M) (the square- 
integrable real-calued functions with respect to some smooth measure) of the pseudodifferen- 
tial operators of order 0 which may be viewed as gotten by integration against real-valued 
distribution kernels. This has as its complexification the algebra discussed in [ 111, p. 6. 
(b) If G is a locally compact group, one may form the Banach *-algebra LA(G) of real- 
valued L’-functions with respect to some left Haar measure. The closure of this inside the 
universal C*-envelope C*(G) of the complex L’-algebra L:(G) is the real C*-algebra of G, 
denoted C,*(G). When G is abelian, C*(G) r C,“(G) via the Fourier transform, where G is the 
Pontryagin dual, and it is easy to verify that under this isomorphism, 
C:(G) z C, (G, r), 
where s(x) = x-l for x E G. In particular, we have in this case 
Ki(C:(G)) ~ KR-‘(~, 5). 
Next we extend certain machinery of [29] and [21] to the real case. 
DEFINITION 2.4. If X is a compact space and A is a real P-algebra with unit, an A-cector 
bundle over X is a locally trivial Banach uector bundle d + X whosejibers arefinitely generated 
projective right (say) A-modules. The Grothendieck group offormal differences of such bundles 
is denoted KO” (X, A) and coincides with KO, (C”(X) @A). (Compare the remarks on pp. 198, 
201 and 202 of [35]). 
To avoid possible confusion later in the case of infinite C W complexes Y, we shall 
(following Kasparov) occasionally use the notation 
RKO,(Y) = MO,,(X) = m,KO(C”(X), R), 
where the limit is taken over finite subcomplexes of Y. Thus RKO,(Bn) means the usual 
K-homology of the classifying space of a group n. (This is to avoid confusion, when Y is 
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locally compact but non-compact, with KO,(Y) = K,KO(C:(Y), w).) 
Now if X is a finite C W complex with a normal covering .% + X (possibly infinite) with 
covering group x, we define the uniuersaljlat C,*(n)-bundle over X to be the bundle 
vx = z x .C;:(n) -+ x. 
This defines a class [V,Y] E KO,(CR(X)@Cz(n)). 
Then for n a countable group, we define the (real) Knsparou map 
,!k RKO,(B$ + KO,(C;:(n)) 
as follows. For each finite subcomplex X of some realization of Bn = K (q l), we form TX as 
above and consider the Kasparov intersection product (in the sense of [20]): 
c+,-,I OCR(X)-: KO,(X) + KO,G($). 
Then we pass to the limit over X. This is the obvious real version of the construction in [21], 
99. We wish to show that the map /? is an injection for the two classes of torsion-free 
countable groups mentioned in the introduction, namely 
Class (A): rr is solvable, with a composition series having torsion-free abelian com- 
position factors. 
Class (B): IC z n,(N) for some complete connected Riemannian manifold N with non- 
positive sectional curvatures. 
These results will amount to a still stronger version of the Novikov Conjecture than what 
was called SNC4 in [35]. To illustrate what is involved, we begin with the following special 
case. 
THEOREM 2.5. The real Kasparov map for a free abelian group 
B: KOi(T”) --) KOi(C~(Z”)) 
is an isomorphism (for all i). 
Proof. Note that (Z”) ^  may be identified with T”, so that by Remark 2.3, 
KOi(C;(Zn)) = KR-‘(T”, T), 
where T is inversion. In the notation of [4], (T”, 7) = (S’. I)“, where S’v * is the unit circle in C 
equipped with complex conjugation. 
Now for any Real space X, one sees from the fact that S’, 1 1 (pt) u (R’.‘, together with 
the isomorphisms KRPq4 z KRPW4, that 
KO-‘(X x S’*‘) 2 KR-‘(X)@KR’-‘(X), 
whereas on the other hand, for spaces with trivial involutions, 
KOi(X X S’) g KOi(X)@KOi-l(X). 
Using these two facts together with induction on n and the fact that KR-‘(pt) = KO-‘(pt) 
= KO,(pt), we see that indeed 
KOi(T”) ~ KR-‘(T”, 5). 
Here the involution 7 is crucial, for KOr(S1) z Z@Z,, whereas KO-‘(S’) 3 Z2@Z2, and 
KO’ (S’) z Z, so that KO,(S’) is isomorphic to neither KO’(S’) nor KO-‘(S’). 
It remains to show that the Kasparov map in fact coincides with the isomorphism above. 
This may be proved by induction on n, starting with the case n = 0, which is obvious. For the 
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inductive step, use the decompositions 
i 
KR_‘((S’* 1)“) g KR-‘((S’, l)“-‘)@~R’-‘((S’. l)n_l) 
KOi(m) ~ KOi(T”-‘)OKOi_l(T-‘) 
together with the naturality property of the /? map stated in the following lemma. 0 
LEMMA 2.6. If cp: xc1 --) nL2 is a group homomorphism, then the diagram 
RKOi(Bnl) ’ KOi(CX(Xl)) 
I 1 
RKOi;BXZ) ’ KOi(Cs(n,)) 
commutes. 
Proof. Let Yj(j = 1,2) be the universal flat Cz(nj)-bundle over Blr, and let X 5 Brtl be 
compact. By functoriality of the Kasparov product, it will be enough to show that the two 
Cz(lr,)-bundles (cp,)*(V,) and cp,(V,) over X are equivalent, where in the first case we 
pull back Y, via cp*: Bx, + Bx,, and in the second case we perform a “change of rings” via 
cp*: Cz(n,) -+ Cz(n,). Without loss of generality we may assume ILL c rr2 and realize Bn, as 
En,lnl, where Bnl = En,/n,. Let x be the inverse image of X in En,. Then 
(cp*)*(v,) = if x II C~(~,) = 2 x 11, qn,) x &:(x,) = 4”* (V,), 
as required. cl 
To extend these ideas to prove that fi is an isomorphism for solvable groups of Class (A), 
we need the following analogue of the exact sequence of [34]. First note that one may define 
crossed products of real C*-algebras as in the complex case. If a: G -+ Aut A is a strongly 
continuous action of a locally compact group G by *-automorphisms of a real C*-algebra A, 
the crossed product A ZQ= G is by definition the greatest C*-completion of the twisted real L’- 
algebra LA(G, A). It sits inside the complex crossed product A, z-a G, which is the completion 
ofL~(G,A,).Ifaistrivial,A~G g A@,, C:(G). As with complex crossed products, group 
C*-algebras of semidirect product groups may be computed via the natural isomorphism 
C;(N >Q G) z C;(N) ZQ G. 
THEOREM 2.7. (Pimsner-Voiculescu sequence for real C*-algebras). Let A be a real 
C*-algebra, 9 E Aut A (viewed also as an action of H on A). Then there is a natural long exact 
sequence 
. . . + KOi(A) = KO,(A) + KOi(A x6 H) 2 KOi_ 1 (A) ‘*- ’ -KOi-,(A)~. . .) 
where the map KOi(A) + KOi(A x8 Z) is induced by the inclusion A 4 A + Z. When 8 is 
trivial so that A xg Z 2 A @ C( 8, r), where T is complex conjugation, this reduces to the fact 
that 
KOi(A@C(r,T)) r KOi(A)OKOi-,(A). 
Proof. Many of the proofs that work in the complex case apply here as well, and one can 
also deduce this from the spectral sequence of [21], 97, Theorem 2, in the real case. For 
completeness, we repeat one possible approach, following [8]. Let T,A be the mapping torus 
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of 8, defined by 
T,A = jf~C,(C0, 11, A):f(l) = W(O))). 
Then W acts on TeA by translation (this is the analogue of “suspension of a flow’.), and by 
an argument of P. Green in the complex case that also applies here (cf. [S], p. 48) 
KOi(Axl,H) ~ KOi(T,AxlIW). 
Now if R acts trivially on a real C*-algebra B, we have 
EN&! Z B@C,(UX,r) (or B@C,(iw)), 
and by the periodicity theorem (see e.g. [lo], remark at the end of 94, or [ZO], $5, Theorem 7) 
KOi(Bxl W) z KOi_, (B). Soifweknewthat KOi(TBA x W) were the same as if the R-action 
were trivial, we would have 
KOi(AxeH) z KOi_,(TeA), 
and then from the short exact sequence 
O-+C,R(IW)@A-+T,A-+A+O, 
we would obtain a long exact sequence in K-theory 
. . --* KOi(A)+KOi-,(C$(IWmA)+ KOi_,(TeA)-t KOi_t(A)+ KO,_,(CE(?)@A)+. 
Since KOi- I(Ct(iw)@ A) 2 KOi(A) and it is easy to see that the boundary map KOi(A) 
-+ KOi- ,(Ct(IW)@A) is induced by 8, - 1, the theorem would follow. 
Thus it is enough to prove the “Thorn isomorphism theorem”: for any action I of W on a 
real C*-algebra B, 
KOi(B >Q= iw) z KOi(B@C,(iR)). 
This is just a special case of [21], $6, Theorem 2. 
Alternatively, the proof given in [lo], Proposition 5.5 and 5.6, works verbarim as a result 
of the remark following Theorem 4.4 of the same paper. 0 
THEOREM 2.8. (Strong Novikov Conjecture for solvable groups of Class (A)). Let rr be D 
countable solvable group having a composition series for which the composition factors are 
abelian and torsion-free. Then 
is an isomorphism. 
B: RKOi(BZ) --* KOi(C,*(n)) 
Proof The arguments of Proposition 2.4 and 2.5 of [35] apply word for word, because of 
our Lemma 2.6 and Theorem 2.7. Then the proof is the same as that of [35], Theorem 2.6, by 
induction on the length of the composition series. 0 
Remark 2.9. Before we proceed, it is perhaps worth explaining the relationship between 
Theorem 2.8 (and the similar result Theorem 2.10 to follow) and the so-called Bore1 
Conjecture. 
CONJECWRE (A. Borel). L.-et M” and N” be closed aspherical manifolds and h: .W’ + N” a 
homotopy equivalence. Then h is homotopic to a homeomorphism. 
It is convenient to split the conjecture into two parts: 
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BOREL CONJECTURE, Part A. If n is the fundamental group of a closed aspherical manifold, 
rhen I+‘h(n) = 0. 
BOREL CONJECTURE, Part B. L.er M” and N” be closed aspherical manifolds and h: M” + N” 
a simple homotopy equivalence. Then h is homotopic to a homeomorphism. 
While our methods say nothing about Part A, they are, however, closely related to Part B, 
which by the surgery long exact sequence has the following alternative formulation, at least 
for n > 4 (see, for instance, [13]): 
SURGERY-THEORETIC BOREL COSJECTURE, Part B. If M” is a closed aspherical manifold, 
then the surgery map 
8:[M” X D’,S;G/Top,*] + L~+~(K~(M),W~(M)) 
is nn isomorphism (n + i > 4). 
To see the connection with Theorem 2.8, note that if M” is closed, oriented, and 
aspherical, with fundamental group 7~, then we have the Poincarb duality 
I(/: [M” X D’, 3; G/Top, *] @ P [+I z KO - i(M) @ Z [i-j z RKO, + i(Bn) @ H [$] 
whereas by [19], $5 (modified slightly to the real case), the following diagram commutes: 
RKO#n)@Z[-] ce3’-‘)@zC*3 l L;(Zn)@E[+] 
, 
RKO,(BT~)@Z[$J =KO,(C;(n))@H[)]. 
Hence if fl is a (split) injection, 0 is a (split) injection after tensoring with Z [‘I, and if /? is an 
isomorphism, we would know 8 is an isomorphism after tensoring with Z[& provided m is an 
isomorphism. As pointed out in [ 131, even if one can only show 0 is an split injection, this is 
enough to prove the following: 
STABLE BOREL CONJECTURE. Let M” and N” be closed aspherical manifolds and h: M” + N” 
a homotopy equivalence. Then h x id: M” x w3 --) N” x [w3 is homotopic to a homeomorphism. 
So Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 2.10 may be viewed as proving the Stable Bore1 Conjecture 
“away from the prime 2” for certain classes of fundamental groups. Presumably, the fact that 
/I in Theorem 2.8 is an isomorphism even at the prime 2 could be interpreted in terms of some 
analogue of the Bore1 Conjecture in which spin structures are taken into account. cl 
We are now ready for the formulation in real K-theory of Kasparov’s main result of [21], 
in the one of the forms in which it appears in [12] and [22]. 
THEOREM 2.10 (Strong Novikov Conjecture for groups of Class (B)). LRt 7~ z nl(N”), 
where N is a complete (not necessarily compacr) Riemannian manifold with all sectional 
curvarures I 0. Then the Kasparov map 
is split injective (for all j). 
B: RKOj(BIt) --, KOj(C’, (n)) 
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Proof. Since the universal cover N’ of N is diffeomorphic to R”, we may take Bn = N. It is 
also no loss of generality to assume n is divisible by 8, since one may replace N” by a 
Riemannian product with a flat torus TBk-", prove the theorem first for n x Zsk-“, and then 
descend by Lemma 2.6. We will argue as in the proof of [22], Theorem 7 or as in [l2], 5 53, 
the only novelty being that we must be careful to be sure our KK-elements are defined over R. 
This makes it necessary to replace the &operator used in [22] by the real Dirac operator, for 
which a convenient reference in [ 173, $1. 
The argument is simplest when N has a spin structure (and n is divisible by 8, by our 
preliminary reduction), so we consider this case first. The spin structure gives rise to a 
Poincare duality isomorphism p: KO- j(N) % RKOj(N) and makes it possible to define the 
(real) Dirac operator D acting on (real-valued) sections of the (graded) spinor bundle Y on N, 
or the Dirac operator d on the universal cover N. Since N and N are complete, D and d are 
essentially self-adjoint [39], and (1 +O’)- ‘120, (1 +62)-1’26 give classes [D] E 
KKO(Ct(N),R), [d] E KKO’(Ct(@,R), respectively (note rr acts by isometries on N, and b is 
n-invariant). Going the other way, we have an element 6 E KKO'(W,C~(fl)) defined by the 
graded Cg(iQmodule r,(g) (sections vanishing at infinity of the spinor bundle) together 
with the operator TE_P'(F~(~)) defined by 
(U-)(x) = X(x)-f(x), x E N, 
where X(x) is a vector field on N which off a compact neighborhood of a base-point x0 is the 
unit tangent vector at x to the unique geodesic ray starting at x0 and passing through x. Here. 
is the module action of the Clifford algebra. The non-positive curvature assumption 
guarantees not only that there is a unique geodesic from x0 to x but also that 
~.T-TEX(~~(Z?')) foryen, 
or equivalently, that changing the basepoint x0 does not change X “at infinity”, so that we 
indeed get an element of the correct group. Alain Connes has called T the “dual Dirac” 
operator. 
The same calculation as for [22], Theorem 1, or [12], $5.3, shows that 
[d]@,S = 1 C,(rJ)~ KKO” CC,” (m), C,” (fl)). 
Then if j denotes the “crossed product map” of [21], $6, we have 
~(CDI)@C~(~~(~) = ko(N)E KKO(Ct (N) - w&(~)mr)rKKO(C:(N),C;(N)) 
(since C,“(N) >Q rr is strongly Morita equivalent to C!(N)). However, it is easy to see that 
coincides with the class [Dv] defined by the Dirac operator on N with coefficients in the flat 
bundle Y (see 93 below), and from the definition of Poincare duality p in terms of the Dirac 
operator D([21], §8), 
- @cO(N)i([d]) = pop? 
which shows b is split injective. 
The proof of the theorem in the general (non-spin) case is essentially the same, except that 
one must replace C!(N) and C:(m) by what Kasparov calls C,(N) and C,(N), the C*-algebras 
of sections vanishing at infinity of the bundle of Clifford algebras constructed out of the 
tangent bundles of N and N. In this case, Poincare duality (see [21], 98) becomes an 
isomorphism p: KO,(C, (N)) ? RKO,(N), and /I o p is again given by Kasparov product with 
a class of the form j([d]), where this time b is the Dirac operator acting on sections of C, (this 
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exists even in theabsence ofa spin structure)and definesaclass [b] E KKO*(C,(m),w) (C,(N) 
acts on itself by left multiplication). Similarly, 6 E KKO”(@ C,(R)) is defined using C,(m) as a 
graded module over itself, say via right Clifford multiplication, together with the operator T 
given by left Clifford multiplication by the same vector field X as before. 0 
53. OBSTRUCTIONS TO POSITIVE SCALAR CURVATURE FOR MANIFOLDS WITH 
TORSION-FREE FUNDAMENTAL GROUP 
In this section, we shall refine the results of [35] using the theory of real C*-algebras 
developed in the last section. The main technical tool is a version of the index theorem of [29], 
so we briefly review a number of definitions. These are essentially the same as in [29] and 
[35], though it is convenient in the real case to make more systematic use of the machinery of 
C20]. 
DEFINITION 3.1. If M is a compact smooth mantfold, A is a real C*-algebra with unit, and 6 
and 9 are smooth A-vector bundles over M in the sense of Definition 2.4, an elliptic 
pseudodiflerential A-operator D of order k from d to 5 means an A-linear operator from C” 
sections of 8, r” (8’), to r”(F), with the usual sort of expression in local coordinates (see [29] 
for details). By the results of [29], D extends to a bounded adjointable A-Fredholm operator 
P: H’(M, 8) -+ HS-k(M, 9) 
on Sobolev spaces, which as in the proof of [35], Theorem 3.1, defines a Kasparov element [D] in 
KKO(C”(M), A), independent of the choice of s. (The corresponding graded module is 
*A = H’(M, d)@H’-‘(M, F) 
and the appropriate operator is 
T= ’ Q 
[ 1 P 0 ’ 
where Q is a parametrixfor P. In thisformulation the Tis not necessarily essentially self-adjoint, 
though it is easy to remedy this by replacing P by P( I + P*P)- *j2.) The A-index ind, (D) of D is 
the element of K,(A) defined by 
[ker (P f K)] - [coker (P + K)], 
where K is an A-compact operator chosen to make the kernel and cokernel of P + K finirely 
generated and projective over A; equivalently, 
where p: M -+ pt. 
ind,(D) = P,(CDI)EKKO(IW, A), 
As in the complex case, one can see that ind,(D) depends only on the K-theoretic 
class of the principal symbol bg of D, which for the same reasons as in [4], $5, lives in 
KR’(T*M, A). 
Remark 3.2. We shall need a slight generalization of the above notion of A-index in the 
case of the Dirac operator D, with coefficients in an A-vector bundle d, on a closed spin 
manifold M”. This more genera1 index will take values in KOJA), and will coincide with the 
above notion when n E 0 (mod 8). When A = Iw, we shall recover a form of the index theory of 
PI. 
Let M” be a compact Riemannian spin manifold, and let Y be the real spinor bundle over 
M defined by the spin structure. This is a graded bundle whose fiber over any x E M is an 
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irreducible (graded) module for the real Clifford algebra Cliff (T,M) 2 Cliff (R”) = C,+ The 
Dirac operator D is an elliptic first-order self-adjoint differential operator acting on sections 
of 9, of degree 1 with respect to the grading. Thus (L*(Y), (1 -t D2)-1*zD) defines an element 
[D] of KKO (C:(M), W). where as in the proof of Theorem 2.10, C,(M) denotes the algebra of 
continuous sections of the Clifford algebra bundle. However, the Thorn isomorphism given 
by the spin structure for M defines a KKO-equivalence between C,(M) and C”(M)@C,,, 
([20-J, $5, Theorem 8), so that we may view D as an element of K,KO(C”(M), W) and we 
define ind(D) E KO,(W) as p,([D]), where p: M -+ pt. The same construction applies in the 
case of D8, the Dirac operator with coefficients in an A-vector bundle b, and gives elements 
CD,] E K,KO(CR (M), A), 
ind, tD,J = P* t ED,11 E KW4. 
We note here two features of this construction. First of all, there would appear to be two 
ways of making a Kasparov element out of D or D,. One is to view D as an unbounded 
operator on L’ and to form (If D’)- If2 D; the other is to view D as a bounded operator P 
from H” to H’- ’ so that P* goes from H’- ’ to H’. In fact the two approaches give the same 
KK-element, since if we take s = 1, then for smooth cp, IlpIIH, = //(I + D”)“*cpIIHO, so that 
P = D(l+ D2)- I” V, where l? Hi --* Ho is unitary. 
The second comment is that the generalized index of D,in KO, (A) may be interpreted in 
terms of an ordinary index on a larger manifold. For we may choose k so that n + k s 0 (mod 
8) and consider the Riemannian product N”+k = M” x T’ of M with a flat torus. It is easily 
seen that via the embedding of the open set 
M” x iwkq NnCk, 
the Dirac class [DN] E KKO (C”(N),w) maps to a class in 
KKO(C,R(M x Rk), Iw) z K_,KO(C,R(M),kZ) z K,KO(C,R(M)$) 
(by Bott periodicity, [20], $5, Theorem 7) which is none other than [Dnr]. A similar statement 
holds for Dirac with coefficients, if we first pull d back to a bundle on N via the projection N 
+ M. Thus it is not really any loss of generality to study only ordinary indices on manifolds of 
dimension E 0 (mod 8). 
We are ready now for our version of the MiSCenk+Fomenko Index Theorem, analogous 
to [35], Theorem 3.1. It would be easy enough to give a more general version for arbitrary 
manifolds, but since this would require use of the canonical Real structure on the cotangent 
bundle and KKR theory, we content ourselves with the case of Dirac operators on spin 
manifolds. 
THEOREM 3.3. L.er M” be a closed (Riemannian) spin manifold, A a real C*-algebra with 
unit, and 8 a smooth A-vector bundle over M. Then if [D] E K,KO(CR (M), R) is defined as above 
and D, denotes the Dirac operator with coefficients in 8 (defined using a suitable connection), we 
have 
where 
ind,(D,) = [a] &,.,,,CDl E KO,V), 
[&‘]EKO’(M,A) rKOo(CR(M)@A) 
is the K-theoretic class of the bundle 8. 
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proof. Let[[e]]denotetheelementofKKO(C”(~ti),CR(M)~A)definedbythegraded 
module I(,$)@0 and the zero operator. It is immediate from the definition of the Kasparov 
product that 
CC811 = IIS1 O,.,,w,CA*l~ 
where [A*] is the KK-class defined by the *-homomorphism 
A*:CR(M)@CR(M) --* CR(M) 
dual to the diagonal embedding 
A:M-*MxM. 
It is also immediate from the definition of the product that 
co,1 = CI41 ocq3f,c~l~ 
So by the functoriality and associativity properties of the product, we have 
ind, (D,) = p* (CO,]) (where p: M -, pr) 
= P* u-~ll~ 0 cR,,M,ca 
Now we can prove the main theorem of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let (:M”, s) be a connected closed spin manifold with a metric of positive 
scalar curvature. Then iff: M -+ Blc is the classifying mapfor the universal covering of M and if 
/?: RKO, (Bx) + KO, (C; (r-c)) 
is injective (in particular, if n is in one of the classes (A) or (B) for which Theorems 2.8 and 2.10 
apply), then 
[M, s,f] = 0 in RKO,(Bn). 
In other words, the condition of the Gromov-Lawson Conjecture is necessary. 
Proof We argue as in [35], Theorem 3.3. In other words, we apply Theorem 3.3 to the 
Dirac operator with coefficients in the universal flat C;(n)-bundle Yy, over M. This gives 
(with A = C;(n)) 
ind,(D ,-) = C Y.wl Oc~,.w,C~l~ 
However, VaV = f *(Vgn), and since b is defined using Van, this can be rewritten as 
B(f,CW) = B(CM, s,f I). 
Since by hypothesis b is injective, it will therefore suffice to show that if M has a metric of 
positive scalar curvature, then ind,(D,-) = 0. 
But as in [35], Theorem 1.1, V.w may be given a flat connection, so that 
D _*D .~v*v+~ 
1 , 4’ 
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where K is the scalar curvature. If K 2 E > 0, this shows D Y. is bounded away from 0 and has a 
bounded inverse, so that ker D y = coker D y = 0 and ind,(D *-) = 0. 0 
In cases where generators of the spin bordism of Bn are easily identifiable, we can 
combine Theorem 3.4 with Theorem 1.1 and the results of [30] and [36] to prove many cases 
of the full Gromov-Lawson Conjecture for certain fundamental groups and ranges of 
dimensions. Without trying to be exhaustive, we give some representative examples. 
THEOREM 3.5 (cf. [36], Theorem 2.10). The Gromov-Lawson Conjecture holds for 
(connected, closed) spin manifolds (M”, s) with free fundamental group n, provided 5 5 n 5 23. 
(In other words, M admits a metric of positive scalar curvature if and only if [M. s, f ] = 0 in 
KO”(BX).) 
Proof If Ic is free on k generators, we may take Bn to be a wedge of k circles. Since x is also 
the fundamental group of either S’ (if k = 1) or of a complete (non-compact) hyperbolic 
surface (if k > l), rr is of Class (B) and Theorem 3.4 applies to show the Gromov-Lawson 
condition is necessary (without any restriction on n). 
To prove sufficiency in the given range of values of n, it is enough by [36], Theorem 2.5, to 
exhibit a manifold of positive scalar curvature with fundamental group rr for each generator 
of the kernel of the map 
R;p’“(Bz) + KO,(Bn). 
Now Q;pi”(S1 v . : . Vs’) Z Qz?“’ @(nz?!“i)k, so these generators may all be taken to be 
either of the form 
(NY-‘xS’)# . . . #(NT_‘XS’), 
where N,, . . . , Nk are simply connected spin (n - 1)-manifolds with 
have positive scalar curvature by Theorem 1.1, or else of the form 
N”#k(S”-‘xS’), 
trivial KO-class, which 
where N” is simply connected and spin with trivial KO-class, which again has positive scalar 
curvature by Theorem 1.1. In all cases, we get manifolds of positive scalar curvature using 
stability of the property under connected sums ([16], Theorem A). El 
THEOREM 3.6. The Gromov-Lawson Conjecture holds for (connected, closed) spin manifolds 
M” with free abelian fundamental group H’, provided max(5, k) I n 5 23. 
Proof Necessity of the Gromov-Lawson condition (without any restrictions on n) 
follows immediately from Theorem 2.5 and 3.4. As for sufficiency, note that if we take 
BZk = Tk, Rip’” is generated by manifolds of the form 
N”-j x Tj .+ Tk, Oljsk, 
where Tj maps into T’ as a subtorus and where N is a generator of fizq, provided n 2 k. 
Such a generator will be in the kernel of the map to KO,(Tk) provided the KO-class of N is 
trivial. Since nzq + KO, _ j(pt) is an isomorphism for n -j 5 7, we really only have to 
consider the case where N is simply connected of dimension 2 8, in which case it has positive 
scalar curvature by Theorem 1.1 if its KO-class is trivial and n 5 23. Note that although N”-’ 
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x Tj will not have fundamental group H’ ifj < k, we can remedy this by taking a “connected 
sum with amalgamation of fundamental groups” with an n-manifold of positive scalar 
curvature having fundamental group H’ which exists by the “remark added in proof” in [36]. 
Application of Theorem A of Cl63 and of Theorem 2.5 of [36] then proves the theorem. 
Remark 3.7. The problem of positive scalar curvature for manifolds M” with free abelian 
fundamental group Zk remains open when n c k, since then there seems to be no good 
description of all the generators of S2zpin (Tk). The case n = k also seems to be a bit special 
since it is known for instance that T4 # Q)P’ does not admit a metric of positive scalar 
curvature even though its universal cover has w1 # 0 ([17], p. 186), whereas this sort of 
phenomenon does not occur when n > k ([30], Theorem 5.6). 
THEOREM 3.8. If S, is a closed orientable surface of genus g 2 1, then the Gromou-Lawson 
Conjecture is true for (connected, closed) spin manifolds M” with x1 (M) g x1 (S,), provided 
5 5 n 5 23. 
Proof. The argument is essentially identical to that for Theorem 3.5, the point being that 
S, may be given a metric of constant curvature < 0, so that Theorems 2.10 and 3.4 apply, 
whereas generators of Qzpin(SB) are easy to write down, namely, manifolds of the type N”, 
N”-’ x S’, and N”-’ x S,, where N runs over generators of Qzpi”. If the KO-obstruction 
vanishes and 5 I n < 23, then N admits positive scalar curvature by Theorem 1.1, and we can 
adjust the fundamental group of N” or N”- ’ x S’ by taking the connected sum with S”- * 
x S, and the “connected sum along a circle” with S”-’ x S,, respectively. 0 
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